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CONTRACTIBLE HILBERT CUBE MANIFOLDS

T.   A    CHAPMAN1

Abstract. In this note we give an example of a contractible

Hubert cube manifold which cannot be embedded as an open

subset of the Hubert cube Q so that its complement (in Q) lies in

a face of the boundary of Q. This example provides a negative

answer to a question raised by the author.

1. Introduction. Let the Hubert cube Q be represented by nS=i A>

where each /, is the closed interval [0, 1], and let W={(x¡) E Q\xi=l}.

By a Hubert cube manifold (or g-manifold) we mean a separable metric

space for which each point has a closed neighborhood homeomorphic

to Q. In this paper we will only be concerned with noncompact con-

tractible g-roanifolds, since all compact contractible g-manifolds are

homeomorphic to Q [3]. If Aa W is a closed set, then it is clear that

Q\A is a contractible £)-manifold. In general define a (2-manifold to be of

type Q provided that it is homeomorphic to Q\A, for some closed A^W.

We remark that any closed set A c W has Property ZinQ (in the sense of

Anderson [1]), but this concept will not be used in this paper. In fact we

use no infinite-dimensional topology other than some elementary topo-

logical properties of Q.

The g-manifolds of type Q form a particularly distinguished collection

because of the following representation and characterization theorems.

Theorem 1 ([3]). If X is a Q-manifold of type Q, then there exists a

countable locally-finite simplicial complex K such that X is homeomorphic

to \K\xQ.

Theorem 2 ([5]). If X and Y are Q-manifolds of type Q which have the

same proper homotopy type, then X and Y are homeomorphic.

(See §2 for definitions concerning the proper category.)

Attempting to extend these results to the class of all contractible Q-

manifolds one is naturally led to the following question (see Question 4

of [4] and C?M5 of [1]):
Question.    Is every contractible Q-manifold of type Ql
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It is obvious that an affirmative answer to this question would extend

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to the class of all contractible 0-manifolds.

The objective of this note is to answer the above question negatively by

giving an example of a contractible g-manifold which is not of type Q.

If M is Whitehead's well-known example of an open contractible 3-

manifold which is not homeomorphic to E3 [7], then we prove that

MxQ is a contractible g-manifold which is not of type Q. To be more

precise (and in the language of §2) we prove that MxQ is not proper

homotopically dominated by any g-manifold of the form Q\A, where

Ac: Wis closed. We also remark that this example sharpens the following

result of [3] concerning decompositions of contractible ^-manifolds into

open sets of type Q: Any contractible Q-manifold can be written as the

union of two dense open sets, each one of which is of type Q.

The question of extending Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to the class of all

contractible ^-manifolds remains open. The example given in this paper

merely rules out one method of attack.

2. Proper maps. We give here some basic definitions concerning proper

maps, and in Lemma 2.1 we establish a result which will be used in §3.

For spaces X and Y we say that a map (i.e. a continuous function)

f:X~*Y is proper provided that/_1(C) is compact, for all compact sets

C<= Y. Two proper maps f, g:X->Y are said to be proper homotopic

(written f—vg) provided that there exists a proper map F.Xx [0, 1]-»F

which satisfies F{x, Q)=f{x) and Fix, \)=gix), for all x e X. (We

reserve the symbol c¿ for the usual notion of homotopic maps.) We

say that spaces X and Y have the same proper homotopy type provided

that there exist proper maps f.X^-Y and g: Y^-X such that g °f~p id x

and /o g ~p idF (where idv- and idr denote the identity maps of A'

and Y, respectively). As an analogue of the concept of homotopy

domination we say that a space Xproper homotopically dominates a space

F provided that there exist proper maps/: X +Y and g: Y *X such that

f^g-.idy.
The following result will be needed in §3. It pinpoints a property of

locally compact metric spaces which are proper homotopically dominated

by Q\A, for some closed A^W.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a locally compact metric space which is proper

homotopically dominated by Q\A, for some closed A'- W. Then for each

compact set KX<^X there exists a compact set ÂV- X containing Kx and

there exists a map

F:iX\K2) x [0, \]-*X\K\

such that F{x, 0)=x and F{x, 1) e K.,\Kx,for all x p X \K2.
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Proof. We will first establish the above property for the space Q\A.

Thus let K[^Q\A be a compact set; we want to find a compact set K'2cz

Q\A which contains K¡ and a map F';(Q\(A<uK2))x [0, l]->-Q\(A\JKi)

such that F'(x, 0)=x and F'(x, 1) e K'2\K[, for all x e Q\(A u#£).

Note that Q\K[ is an open set containing A. Choose F to be a relatively

open subset of IF such that Ac V<zC\w{V)<=-Q\K'i, where Clir(F) is the

closure of V in W. Let Bd„-(F) be the topological boundary of F in W

and let/? : rV-*-\~[¡L21, be projection. Clearly there exists a map r : Clw(V)-->-

[0,1] such that r(F)c(0, 1), r(BdTr(F))={l}, and [r(x), l]x{p(x)}c

Q\K[, for all x e Clw(V). Let

U - U {('(x), 1] X {/>(*)} | * e F),

which is an open subset of Q containing A. Then we put K'2=Q\U.

Note that U\A = Q\(AvK2) and define F';(U\A)x [0, l]-^ß\(i4uJSTi)

by setting F'((i,/>(x)), f)=((l-f)i+fr(x),/>(*)) E [r(x), l]x{p(x)}, for

all xeV, (s,p(x)) e ((r(x), l]x{p(x)})\A, and re [0, 1J. It is clear that

F' fulfills our requirements.

Passing to the general case let/: X->Q\A and g; Q\A->-X be proper maps

such that g °/~„ id y and let K^X be a given compact set. Since g is

proper there exists a compact set K[<= Q\A such that g(Q\(A uK¡))nK1=

0. Using the special case treated above there exist a compact set K'2cz

Q\A containing Á'í and a map F':(Q\(AuK2))x[0, l]-^Q\(AuK{) such

that F'(x, 0)=x and F'(x, 1) e K'2\K[, for all x e ß\(/i UJQ.

Since/is proper and gf~Pidx we can find a compact set K*<^X

containing Kt such that/(A'\A'*)c:(2\(>luA'2) and we can find a map

G:(X\KZ)x[0, lh+X\K¡ such that G(x, 0)=x and G(x, 1)=£ °/(x),
for all xe X\KZ. Define F*:(A'\A'2*)x [0, l]-»^*, by setting

F*(x. I) = G(x,2t) O^t^l,

= g-F'(f(x),2t-l)       k£t<\,

for all (x,t)£(X\Kt)x[0,l]. Note that F*(x, 0)=x and F*(x,l)=

g° F'(f(x), l)£g(K2), for all xeX\Kt. If £2 is a compact set in X

containing g(K¡)^KÍ and F=F*|(T\/i;2)x [0, 1], then we have F(x, 1)=

g° F'(f(x), \) e g(K'2)t-K2, for all x e X\K2. Thus we have constructed

K2 and F to fulfill our requirements.

3. The example. We will first need to describe Whitehead's example of

an open contractible 3-manifold which is topologically different from

E3 [7]. We use the description of Bing [2]. Consider a solid torus 7\

embedded in a solid torus F2 as shown in the figure below (where T2 is a

subset of E3). Since Tt is tame in E3 there exists a homeomorphism h of

E3 onto itself such that h(T1)=T2. Let M^T^h^uh2^^)- ■ ■ , which
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is Whitehead's open contractible 3-manifoId.  Let   T„+x be the torus

hn{Tx), for all «^2.

In [7] Whitehead proved that M is not PL homeomorphic to Ea. In

[6] Newman and Whitehead examined the fundamental groups of various

subsets of M and used this information to prove that M is not homeo-

morphic to F3. As a consequence of the work in [6] we have the following:

1. ttx{M\Tx) is not finitely generated {fig)-

2. rrx{Tn\Tx) is fig., for all n>\.
Since M is a manifold it is obvious that MxQ is a ß-manifold, there-

fore a contractible g-manifold (since M is contractible). We now proceed

to prove that MxQ is not of type Q. We do this by showing that the

assumption that M x Q is of type Q leads to a contradiction. The assump-

tion that M x Q is of type Q implies that Mx Q is proper homotopically

dominated by Q\A, for some closed A<^W. Since Q is compact and

contractible, it easily follows that M and MxQ have the same proper

homotopy type. Thus M is proper homotopically dominated by Q\A.

Using Lemma 2.1 there exists a compact set C<~ M containing F, and a

map F:{M\C)x[0, l]-+M\Tx such that F{x, 0)=x and Fix, 1) e C\TX,

for all xe M\C.
Now choose «>1 large enough so that Cc T„. It is obvious that dTn=

BdXIiT„) is collared in Tn\C, i.e. there exists an embedding /:dTnx

[0, l]—T„\C such that/(dr„ X [0, 1)) is open in T„ and/(.r, 0)=jc, for all

x e dTn. We now define a map G:{M\Tx)x [0, 1] *M\Tl. To define G on

{M\f{dTux (0, l)))x [0, 1] we put

G{x, t) = x for x e Tn\f(dT„ x [0, 1)), I e [0, 1],

= F{x, t)   for x e M \T°, t e [0, 1 ].

To define G on f{dTn x [0, l])x [0, 1] choose any x e dTn and put

G{fix,s),t)=Fif{x,s), il-s)t), for all .v, ? e [0. 1]. It is clear that G

satisfies G(x, 0)=x, for all x e M\TX. Since F{f{dTnx[0, l])x [0, 1]) is
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a compact subsel of M J\ there exists an integer m^n such that

F{f(dT„x[0, l|)y[0. I])- Tm Tv It then follows that G{x, 1)6 Tm\Tx,
for all xe M Tv

Choose any xah C/F, and let n:l-*M\Ti be a loop at x0, i.e. r7:/r->-

A/\F, is a map and rr(0)=o-(l)=jtn. For each te [0, I] define a loop

<r(:/-*A/\F, by <r((s)=G"(ff(i), /), for all .ye [0, I], Then each at isa loop

at x0, o0 — o, and t, is a loop in Tm\Tx. This proves that each loop in

M\TX at x0 can be continuously deformed to a loop in Fm\7', at .v0 (with

the point x0 being kept fixed at each level of the deformation). Restating

this it means that if i:Tnt\Tx-+M\Tx is the inclusion map, then

i*'-^i{Tm'Tx, xn)   > irx{M\Tx, x0)

is a surjection. But this contradicts the facts that 7rj(Fm'7',) is f.g. and

irx{M\Tx) is not f.g.
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